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The University of Chicago Medicine
Center for Care and Discovery 3rd and
4th Floor Patient Room Build-out –
Successful Early Project Completion!

LEAN DELIVERY

LEAN AND TECHNOLOGY TO ACCELERATE SCHEDULE
Gilbane successfully completed the $90 million build-out of the 3rd and 4th floor patient rooms
at The University of Chicago Medicine Center for Care and Discovery. The 212,000 SF project,
which commenced in April of 2015, concluded on June 14, 2016, two months ahead of schedule. The project completion is even
more impressive considering the work was completed in an operational hospital and constrained between a procedure floor on the
fifth floor and the blood bank and pharmacy on the second floor. The tight site and limited access required the team to implement
meticulous planning and enhanced infection control. This monumental achievement was accomplished utilizing numerous Lean
methodologies including advanced planning, prefabrication and advanced technology.
Advanced planning was initiated during phase planning as the team developed the phasing and sequencing of the work. The phasing
was continually evaluated and refined throughout the project as part of the continuous learning and improvement process. Once the
phases were identified, the team began pull planning to the project milestones, which was followed by detailed, six-week look-ahead
planning process, which generated the weekly work plans (WWP). The WWP was reviewed daily in the shift start meetings where
the prior day’s commitments were tracked. Every week in the trade meetings, Percent Planned Complete metrics were tracked and
recorded for analysis of opportunities for improvement and waste elimination.

In addition to advanced planning, Building Information Modeling (BIM) was utilized for coordination of mechanical piping, HVAC,
electrical, plumbing, fire protection, pneumatic tube and wall assemblies. To enhance the model, the team utilized laser scanning,
which was imported into the model to show the existing structure and services. In addition, the survey provided the existing slab
elevations and deviations that led to the creation of a topping slab model by the team. Prefabrication was utilized, and prefabrication
components included headwalls, soffits, dialysis boxes, in-wall plumbing assemblies and ductwork assemblies.
Finally, the team incorporated advanced technology for on-site communication, quality inspection and punchlist management and
tracking. All contract documents were managed utilizing Bluebeam Studio, which provided real-time incorporation of the design
bulletins and RFI responses so that the contract documents were current as the information was received and vetted. On-site monitors
were used by the trades to access the documents via Bluebeam Studio. To further enhance communication and improve efficiency,
quality control inspections and final project punchlist were identified, tracked and completed real-time using UPC coding and BIM 360.

“Thanks for all your team’s done. It’s not a matter of whether you’ll have problems. It’s all about how you act
when you do. Your leadership is evident and appreciated.” – Clay Goser, The University of Chicago Medicine

